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IV.  Empirical Results and Analysis 

In this section, we examine the relation among various information asymmetry 

measures. First, we examine the correlations among these variables. Firm 

characteristics and analysts’ forecast measures are expected to be ex-ante related to 

information asymmetry. Hence, I expect these measures are significantly related to 

microstructure measures. Furthermore, cross-sectional regressions of the adverse 

selection components on the corporate finance measures are performed to examine the 

profound relation. Finally, we examine the ability of all these information asymmetry 

measures to explain the quarterly returns of sample firms. Firms are included in the 

quarterly sample only if complete data for every variable are available.  The number 

of final sample for each quarter ranges from 92 to 111 firms.  

A. Correlations among Information Asymmetry Measures  

Table II presents the correlation matrix for all information asymmetry measures. 

Since the results with LSBZt and LSBZ'
t are similar, we only report the result with 

LSBZ'
t for brevity.  

It is evident that both LSB measure and spread are significantly related to most 

corporate finance measures. Consistent with our suggestions, LSB measure is 

negatively correlated with volume and firm size variables. The negative correlation 

indicates that the frequently traded stocks and large firms usually have fewer 
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information problems. But the negative relation between LSB measure and volatility 

variables is contrary to our expectation. That may be driven by the strong positive 

correlation between volume and volatility variables which means that the frequently 

traded stocks are more volatile in trading volume and returns. (The correlation 

coefficients between SDVOL and NTS and TSIZE are 0.961 and 0.722, respectively.) 

The strong correlation could make the relation between LSB measure and volatility 

variables obscured. The negative correlation between the MB ratio of equity and the 

LSB measure, -0.237, is also against our hypothesis. This relation could also derive 

from the relation of the firm size and the adverse selection component. As to the 

insider trading measures, LSB measure has a weakly negatively relation with both the 

number of analysts following and the percentage of the institutional investors. (The 

former coefficient is -0.058 and the latter is -0.086.) This somewhat suggests that in 

TSE more press coverage can result in greater information production and slightly 

reduce the extent of private information. The institution shareholders may have more 

supervising function as the analysts than manipulation of the stock price as the insider 

traders. This result contradicts the hypothesis that greater institutional ownership  

should result in higher adverse selection. It is also possible that the ownership is 

diversified to many different institutions which serve to reduce the information 

asymmetry through competition. For the reason that only a few sample firms have the 
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data about the number of institutional shareholders in TEJ data bank, we did not take 

the number of institutional investors into our study. With regard to the analysts’ 

forecast measures, they are all positively correlated with the LSB measure. Though 

not highly correlated, the positive relation verifies the connection of greater forecast 

uncertainty with more information asymmetry.       

B. Regressions of Adverse Selection Component on Corporate Finance Variables  

Since the correlation analysis may subject to the problem of spurious correlations, 

we use the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression method to clarify the relation 

between the microstructure measures and the corporate finance variables.            

Table III shows the results of the regression where the dependent variables are the 

adverse selection component and bid-ask spread scaled by stock price. Such 

regressions will help us to ascertain whether the adverse selection component is in 

line with corporate finance measures. If the adverse selection component performs 

well, we may take it as an adequate measure of information asymmetry. We use the 

spread as a benchmark and expect the LSB measure to have a better performance than 

the spread. We find that the results from LSBZ'
t and LSBZt are not consistent. The 

coefficient on the number of transaction is significantly negative to both LSB 

measures. (The coefficients are -0.065 for LSBZ'
t and -0.076 for LSBZt.)  On the 

contrary, the variable has a weak positive relation with the bid-ask spread. (The 
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coefficient is 0.0009.) This finding is similar to the previous correlation analysis and 

implies that more highly traded stocks have lower information asymmetry. Consistent 

with Chung et al. (1995), the number of analysts following is positively related with 

both LSB measures, which is different from the negative relation shown in Table II. 

(The coefficients are 0.054 for LSBZ'
t and 0.193 for LSBZt.) The suggestion of this 

result is that analysts are more interested in those firms with more private information 

for higher profit potential.  

We also find that different definitions of the effective spread lead to discrepancy 

in the relation between LSB measure and the volatility variables. The coefficient on 

the SDRETURN is positive for LSBZ'
t, 0.106, and negative for LSBZt, -0.085. 

SDVOL is positively related to LSBZt, with a coefficient equals 0.051, but has no 

relation with LSBZ'
t. The results of firm size variables are as expected. There is some 

evidence of a negative relation between net sales and LSBZ'
t and between the market 

value and LSBZt . (The coefficients are -0.018 and -0.03, respectively.) This supports 

the notion that large firms tend to have lower adverse selection costs. LSBZ'
t has no 

significant relation with other firm characteristics whereas LSBZt exhibits greater 

sensitivity. The significant inverse relation between EP ratio and LSBZt and the 

positive relation between PINST with LSBZt  are consistent with our hypotheses. In 

other words, lower EP ratio is a symbol of greater growing opportunity which results 
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in higher information asymmetry. The percentage of institutional shareholders may 

reveal the existence of inside traders and the higher level of private information.    

To our surprise, both LSB measures and the bid-ask spread have no relation with 

any of analysts’ forecast measures. This reminds us of the low correlations between 

LSB measure and these forecast variables. This could also symbolize the inability of 

the analysts’ forecast measures to detect the information asymmetry of stocks in TSE. 

The failure may be attributed to the lack of institutions focusing on the security 

analysis in Taiwan.  

The results of Table III are mixed. First, the adverse selection component does 

significantly relate to the corporate finance variables that should ex ante be associated 

with information asymmetry. Most of the correlations are as hypothesized. Moreover, 

the LSBZ'
t has better performance than LSBZt  because the R2 of the former, about 0.5, 

is larger than that of the latter, about 0.37. Nevertheless, the LSBZt is more sensitive 

to firm characteristics. The spread almost has no relation with these corporate finance 

measures. What is worthy to notice is that some results are contrary to the correlations 

as shown in Table II, such as the ANALYST and the SDRETURN. Another important 

result is the lack of relation between microstructure measures and analysts’ forecast 

measures and the power of the analysts’ forecast measures in dictating the information 

asymmetry is in doubt.     
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C. Regressions of the Stock Returns on Information Asymmetry Measures 

Since the above analysis proves that the asymmetry information measures can 

represent the adverse selection risk. Stocks with higher adverse selection risk should 

provide higher rates of return. Thus we suggest these measures could serve as the 

determinants of stock returns. We employ the following regression to determine the 

relation between stock returns and various information asymmetry measures. 

SDVOLSDRETURNSPREADLSBRETURN iiiii lnlnln 43210 βββββ ++++=      

LEVGMVESALESTSIZENTS iiiii lnlnlnlnln 98765 βββββ +++++  

         ANALYSTEPMBEQUIPTAINTANTA iiiii lnln 1413121110 βββββ +++++  

         εβββββ iiiiii DISPMDISPFOERMFOERPINST ++++++ 1918171615ln   

… … … … … .(6) 

where the RETURNi is the quarterly return of stock i, LSBi is the Lin, Sanger, and 

Booth (1995) estimate of adverse selection component for stock i, lnSPREADi is the 

natural log of average spread scaled by stock price for stock i, lnSDRETURNi is the 

natural log of standard deviation of daily return for stock i, lnSDVOLi is the natural 

log of standard deviation of daily number of transaction for stock i, lnNTSi is the 

natural log of average number of transaction per day for stock i, lnTSIZEi is the 

natural log of average transaction value for stock i, lnSALESi represents the natural 

log of net sales for stock i, lnMVEi is the natural log of market value of equity for 

stock i in December 1999, lnLEVGi is the natural log of debt ratio for stock i, 
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INTANGTAi is intangible assets divided by total assets for stock i, lnEQUIPTAi is the 

natural log of EQUIPTA for stock i, MBi is the market to book value of equity for 

stock i, EPi is the earnings – price ratio for stock i, lnANALYSTi is the natural log of 

the number of analysts following stock i, PINSTi is the natural log of percentage of 

institutional shareholders for stock i, FOERi is the natural log of FOER for stock i, 

FOERMi is the natural log of FOREM for stock i, DISPi is the natural log of DISP for 

stock i, DISPMi is the natural log of DISPM for stock i.  

Table IV presents the regression results for each quarter and for the entire sample 

period. Panel A shows the results based on LSBZ'
t while the regression of Panel B 

shows results based on LSBZt. The results of both whole-period regressions show that 

all information asymmetry measures account for about 24 percent of the variation in 

stock returns. Both LSB measures have significant influences on the stock returns 

where the spread is insignificant. The estimated coefficients suggest that one percent 

increase in LSBZ'
t and LSBZt will result in about 0.35 and 0.24 percent increase in the 

stock returns, respectively. This result supports the view that investors should obtain 

risk premium for holding the stocks with higher adverse selection risk. We also find 

that the stock returns increase with the level of volatility in stock returns or trading 

volume. (The coefficient of SDRETURN is insignificant for LSBZ'
t and 0.155 for 

LSBZt . The coefficient of SDVOL is 0.091 for LSBZ'
t and 0.102 for LSBZt.)  
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In Panel B, there is only one volume variable, TSIZE, revealing the inverse 

relation between stock returns and trading volume. (The coefficient is -0.062.) The 

frequently traded stocks have greater information production and lower degree of 

information asymmetry that would have a negative effect on the stock returns. The 

reason why the coefficients of MVE for two LSB measures are negative, -0.117 for 

LSBZ'
t and -0.114 for LSBZt, is similar to the number of transaction. Large firms are 

of interest to more investors and this serve as the greater motivation of analysts to 

follow large firms. Consequently, large firms have more information production and 

lower level of adverse selection risk.  

For whole-period regressions, it is evident that larger MB ratio of equity will 

result in higher stock returns. (The coefficients are 0.096 for LSBZ'
t and 0.097 for 

LSBZt.) This is consistent with our suggestion that duo to the expected earnings 

growth, firms with more investment opportunities could have higher level of 

information asymmetry and higher rate of returns. An alternative explanation is 

derived from the argument of previous studies that the growth stocks are likely to 

have better returns than so-called value stocks. Growth stocks are defined as stocks 

with higher MB ratios of equity while the value stocks are those with lower MB ratios. 

Another measure for investment opportunity, EP ratio, is insignificant.    

Based on the positive relation between ANALYST the LSB measure shown in 
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Table III, we expect that ANALYST is also positively related to the stock returns. 

However, the result is opposite to the above inference and we get a negative 

coefficient on ANALYST,  -0.364 for LSBZ'
t and -0.41 for LSBZt. According to 

Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1995), a negative relation could mean that information 

production of analysts reduce the uncertainty about the value of stock. The lower 

stock returns for those firms followed by more analysts could result from the greater 

competition among security analysts who try to make profit from private information 

of stocks. That may reduce the overall level of adverse selection risk.   

The negative relation between the leverage and the stock returns is contrary to our 

hypothesis. (The coefficients are -0.073 for LSBZ'
t and -0.075 for LSBZt.) Other 

measures of information asymmetry, such as INTANGTA, EQUIPTA, and PINST are 

insignificant in determining the stock returns. This could because that these variables 

are captured to some degree of volatility, volume or investment opportunity measures. 

Again, the analysts’ forecast measures have no significant relation with the stock 

returns.  

Although the above variables are significant in whole-period regressions, however, 

their performance across quarter tends to differ substantially. To our surprise, the LSB 

measure is insignificant in all single-quarter regressions. The SDRETURN is 

significant in five out of eight quarter regressions in both panels. But it displays an 
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inconsistent  relation with the stock returns across quarters. For example, in Panel B, 

the coefficients on SDRETURN are positive for the first quarters of 2000 and 2001, 

0.654 and 0.876 , respectively, but are negative for the other three quarters, i.e. the 

second and third quarters of 2000 and the third quarter of 2001. The ANALYST also 

has divergent results across quarters. In Panel B, its coefficients are 0.381 for the first 

quarter and -0.842 for the fourth quarter of 2000. This inconsistent relation suggests 

that although these factors play a significant role in determining the stock returns, 

they may have different impact on the stock returns in different sample periods. 

Another interesting result is that some information asymmetry measures may only 

be significant for certain sample periods. For instance, the MB ratio is significant for 

the third-quarter regressions of 2000 and 2001 in Panel A and the coefficients are 

0.056 and 0.183, respectively. It has similar results in Panel B. So its power in 

explaining the stock returns of whole period only comes from the special 

effectiveness in the third quarter.  

The results of the stock returns based on these measures of information 

asymmetry support most of our hypotheses. The daily trading variables, such as 

volatility and volume measures, have a positive impact in the stock returns. However, 

most of firm characteristics that measure the adverse selection risk are not significant 

determinants of the stock returns with the exception of market value, the level of 
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leverage and MB ratio of equity. The results may denote the superiority of these 

significant variables in capturing most of information problems. The measures of 

analysts’ forecasts do not display any presumed relation with the stock returns. The 

poor performance implies that these forecast measures are probably not useful proxies 

in exploring information asymmetry of stocks in TSE. We also find that the 

information asymmetry measures have inconsistent performance across quarters and 

some measures only work in certain periods.     


